School Council Minutes 13/2/1019 - Vanessa Legouix

Y1
Amber – Yenique
(absent)
Coral – Alena
Apricot – Fawziyah
Y4
Cobalt – Pearl
Azure - Kirin
Turquoise – Lila

Y2
Ochre –Elliott M
Cinnnamon – Charlotte
Saffron – Alex

Y5
Lavender – Laura
Indigo – Chanelle
Violet – Leah
Gold Stars - Tivalli
Mrs Deadman ( School Business Manager)

Y3
Mint – Gracie
Jade –Oscar
Emerald - Bilen
Y6
Copper – Amanda
Brass – Rahima
Bronze – Gideon (absent)

Feedback from classes
In our previous meeting we discussed the effects of air pollution and how we can monitor and change this.
Use of electricity: classes to now have 2 monitors called ‘Bright Sparks’ who are responsible for turning off the
lights and IWB when leaving the classroom.
How we travel to school: most classes had found out how many children walk to school, come by car or other
means. On average: 13 children in each class walk, and 4 come by car and 4 by bus. If you haven’t already spoken
to your class about this, please do.
Photocopying: children have noted that lots of photocopying and how this means that paper is stuck on paper in
books. They were discussing ways that this could be reduced: writing the objective themselves, sharing sheets
rather than one each.
School DInners
The School Council had noted that the menu hadn’t changed in response to the school dinner tasting they had
carried out. Mrs Deadman informed us that she has spoken to Mick the Chef an has been in contact with Jamie at
Chartwells to find out what happened as a result. Mrs Deadman will be meeting with Mick on a 6 weekly basis and
the school council will be the voice of the children to ensure that their needs are listened to.
Playground markings
In the half term holiday the main playground will be resurfaced. Mrs Deadman has asked the children to talk with
their classes (especially Y2,3,4) about the markings they would like, if any. This could be tracks, number grids,
images of flowers etc. Ask your classes to come up with t some designs to be shared at our next meeting.

Clean air monitors
The clean air monitors have arrived and after half term we will meet to install them. They will be in situ for two
weeks and then we will send them back to Friends of the Earth to be analysed.

WE Day
I didn’t have time to inform the KS2 school council that we have been invited to attend WE day. This is a thank you
for their committmeent and for the changes they are making happen. A letter will need to be given out to your
school councillor. This is for KS2 only.

